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The US Human Rights Cities Alliance works to build a network of local, national, and 
international human rights leaders and to support activists and organizers advancing the 
human rights city organizing framework. The Alliance promotes the development and 
sharing of knowledge about models and better practices for strengthening respect for 
human rights and dignity. A key goal is to help local groups make better use of global human 
rights standards, institutions, and movements to protect and promote human rights in local 
communities. Our work is guided by the Human Rights Cities Statement of Principles which 
advance “people-centered human rights" that emerge from the experiences and struggles 
of marginalized communities. Recognizing that “human rights don’t trickle down, they rise 
up”, we support communities organizing and acting together to bring human rights to bear 
at home. The following report involved a multi-year collaboration among human rights 
advocates in multiple cities, followed by focused work in several of the communities in our 
network to engage with the 2022 ICERD review of the United States and develop cross-city 
analyses and perspectives to report here. This is part of a long-term organizing strategy to 
engage local communities in work to press local, state and federal authorities to improve 
compliance with ICERD and related human rights obligations.  

 
____________________ 

 
Executive Summary 

 
To inform the work of the CERD Committee, this report presents recent evidence and scholarly 
analyses from cities across the United States that demonstrate leading obstacles to U.S. compliance 
with the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD). We draw from 
the Concluding observations from the 2014 7th-9th periodic report of the United States, 
focusing in particular on the continued and urgent need for the United States government to 
improve its response to the following CERD Committee recommendations: 1) in par. 5(a) to 
adapt the legal definition of racial discrimination to include discriminatory effects, in 
accordance with article 1, paragraph 1, of the Convention; 2) in par. 5(b) to strengthen legal 
protections against discriminatory actions by private actors; and 3) in par. 5(c) to improve the 
U.S. system of monitoring and response to prevent and challenge situations of racial 

http://wiki.humanrightscities.mayfirst.org/index.php?title=Main_Page
http://ushumanrightscities.org/
http://wiki.humanrightscities.mayfirst.org/images/a/ab/Draft_Human_Rights_City_Principles_2017.pdf
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discrimination. We illustrate—drawing from the work of human rights cities across the United 
States and around the world—how the human rights city approach can help to improve local 
action in conformity with CERD provisions and otherwise strengthen government institutions, 
civil society, and culture in ways that prevent discrimination and improve responsiveness to 
human rights abuse and neglect. 
 

Part 1: Address institutionalized racism  
& discriminatory outcomes 

 
1. Regarding CERD Committee Recommendation Par. 5(a): Prohibit racial discrimination in all its 

forms in federal and state legislation, including indirect discrimination, covering all fields of law 
and public life, in accordance with article 1, paragraph 1, of the Convention.  
 

2. In its May 16, 2022 submission to this Committee, the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) 
argued that “The U.S. legal framework of civil rights and non-discrimination, which promotes 
legal equality as opposed to social equality, is insufficient to address historical harms and to 
otherwise guarantee the social, cultural and economic rights of racialized communities.”1 The 
recent series of rulings from the U.S. Supreme Court highlights serious threats to a wide range of 
basic rights, including: reproductive rights; access to a healthy environment and freedom from 
environmental racism; and freedom from violence. These threats make it even more urgent that 
the U.S. government respond to the Committee’s recommendation to align its legal definition of 
racial discrimination in accordance with article 1, paragraph 1, of the Convention (par. 5) to 
address discriminatory impacts of policies rather than identifying discrimination solely in terms 
of intent. The U.S. must also heed the Committee’s general recommendation No. 32 (2009) on 
the meaning and scope of special measures in the CERD (par. 7). 
 

3. The CCR’s intervention2 built upon the work of abolitionist scholar Ruth Wilson Gilmore in 
describing U.S. policy towards racialized minorities as a system of “organized abandonment.” This 
description aligns closely with our own observations of racialized inequities across many cities 
and communities. Scholars of cities and urban studies have likewise found a long-standing, 
consistent, and predictable pattern of discriminatory outcomes in U.S. housing, education, 
policing, and regulatory policy that marginalizes and excludes Black, Indigenous, and people of 
color (BIPOC) in particular. Such policies systematically diminish the ability of marginalized groups 
to thrive in U.S. cities and effectively disenfranchise Black Americans and other historically 
oppressed communities.   
 

4. In his book Manufacturing Decline, Jason Hackworth demonstrates how U.S. urban policies from 
the mid-20th century to today effectively reallocate resources away from what are now known 
as “rust belt cities” to support economic development in suburban regions and in the (non-
unionized) U.S. South and West. He shows how these long-standing policies produce “organized 
deprivation” of urban African American communities—essentially, the channeling of public 
resources to support elite interests and white privilege. Such policies have developed over 
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decades and are based upon racist ideologies and a politics of racial resentment that continues 
to preserve and advance the economic and electoral interests of privileged groups.  
 

5. Throughout the latter part of the 20th century, organized deprivation involved disinvestment 
from industrial cities, incentivizing and subsidizing the flight of capital and (mostly White) people 
from urban centers. Hackworth documents how these policies were supported and justified by 
conservative ideologies that racialized and pathologized urban centers, fueling racial anxieties 
and resentment that helped to rationalize a shift away from government anti-poverty 
interventions toward anti-crime and free market policies as antidotes to urban decline.3 

Capturing how racist ideologies have been integral to U.S. urban policies, Hackworth argues: 
 
Detroit and other, similar cities have been othered—made into foreign, dangerous entities 
unworthy of empathy. With this ideational groundwork in place, conservatives have led the 
charge to deconstruct, privatize, and penalize the already deprived city…through…preemption of 
municipal autonomy [among other policies].4 
 

6. The re-organization of federal funding in the 1970s shifted power away from municipalities and 
towards states through programs like the Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), which 
provide less oversight and more room for abuse by local authorities.5 This shift simultaneously 
weakened the capacities of local authorities and residents to gain equitable access to federal 
resources and promoted conservative electoral prospects by fueling the urban-suburban/rural 
divisions that are often implicitly (if not explicitly) biased against African Americans.6 Moreover, 
these policies direct resources to policing, prisons, and support for downtown business 
development instead of to housing, schools, and drug treatment, in effect redistributing income 
upward. Hackworth describes the combination of these urban policies as “barely concealed acts 
of extortion.” 
 

7. Tracy Neuman’s historical work echoes Hackworth’s conclusions, showing how, during the latter 
half of the 20th century, Pittsburgh’s corporate elite, organized through the Allegheny 
Conference, helped refine what are now common urban practices by organizing business 
interventions in urban development and planning processes through alliances among policy 
makers and organized business elites known as “urban growth coalitions.”7 Similar coalitions 
have shaped urban development in ways that favor elite interests in cities around the U.S. and 
world.8 These policies continue to systematically disadvantage low-income communities and 
heighten inequality in U.S. cities and regions. The continued growth of consumerist, services-
driven urban economies further intensifies these inequalities, which in many places closely track 
race.9 In contrast, in places like Hamilton, Ontario, Neuman shows how federal policies 
supporting basic economic rights and equity helped to prevent elite local coalitions from pursuing 
the aggressive market-fundamentalist policies that produced such inequality in the United States. 
 

8. In her research on U.S. housing policy and its impacts on African Americans, public health scholar 
Mindy Thompson Fullilove documents what she refers to as the “serial forced displacement” of 
African Americans—a long-standing pattern evident in cities like Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago, 
New York and others.10 Fullilove’s research in Pittsburgh, Newark, and Roanoke, Virginia shows 
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the connections between the discriminatory, serial dislocation caused by U.S. housing policies 
and racially disparate health outcomes. She argues that the resulting “root shock” destroys the 
social networks and undermines the community cohesion that is key to human physical, 
emotional, social, and economic well-being.11 
 

9. The City of Los Angeles exemplifies how historic systemic discrimination impacts current patterns 
of poverty and houselessness. As noted in Los Angeles’ 2021 Voluntary Local Review (VLR) of 
Progress toward the Sustainable Development Goals, the rate of poverty among African 
Americans in Los Angeles is 24.6%, compared to a city-wide rate of 16.7%. The nearly 50% 
disparity has local and national causes, but as the city’s Mayor observes, they are part of a 
systemic wealth gap: “redlining and exclusionary zoning resulted in a city where today Black and 
Mexican-origin families hold 1/90th of the wealth of white families [in Los Angeles] on 
average.”12 The city’s failure to address this injustice is reflected in lagging African-American 
homeownership (a key mode of building wealth), a problem that has worsened recently. In Los 
Angeles County, African American homeownership rates have fallen from 55% in 1960 to 46% in 
2015.13 In the City of Los Angeles, as of 2022 there is a 17% homeownership gap between African 
American families (34.6%) and White families (51.7%).14 These interlinked wealth and 
homeownership gaps are apparent on the streets of Los Angeles: “Black people make up 9% of 
the population of LA County, but more than one-third of its population experiencing 
homelessness—an overrepresentation that is consistent demographically across other 
jurisdictions in the United States.”15 These disparities mean that African Americans are far more 
vulnerable to housing insecurity and displacement than White residents. In cities like Pittsburgh 
this has meant that over 10,000 Black residents were displaced from that city over less than a 
decade.16   
 

10. Racial disparities in access to healthcare and in health outcomes provide another example of 
organized deprivation, representing major human rights issues in the U.S. today. In the City of 
Dayton, Ohio, for example, the life expectancy at birth for Black people is lower than in many 
developing countries.17 The top five causes of death for Black Daytonians are diseases caused or 
worsened by chronic discrimination.18 Racially-based inequalities in other social, economic, and 
civil systems contribute to ill health and make it difficult for Black Americans to be healthy.19 
Dayton is the 15th-most segregated city in the United States, where extreme Black social isolation 
meets the criteria for “hypersegregaton.”20 The segregation present in Dayton today is a direct 
result of discriminatory policies that prevented Black people from full participation in the housing 
market by devaluing the price of real estate in historically Black areas while also preventing access 
to mortgages for Black people to move into areas with sustainable housing values. These policies, 
collectively known as redlining, literally mapped racial segregation onto the city and continue to 
impact where people live, with implications for their access to food, education, and health care. 
Maps of contemporary social vulnerability that tie demographic, economic, and health data 
correlate ominously with redlining maps used from the 1930s to 1970s.21 
 

11. Infant mortality is another important index of the overall health of a society and how well it cares 
for its women and children. The infant mortality rate—the proportion of infants who die before 
reaching age one—captures the risks to newborns, but it is widely regarded as a broader indicator 

https://sdg.lamayor.org/2021VLR
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of health, poverty, and socioeconomic well-being in communities that reflects among other 
factors the availability and quality of health services and medical technology.22 Ohio had the 9th 
worst infant mortality rate in the United States in 2017: 7 infant deaths for every 1,000 live 
births.23 Montgomery County, Ohio, home of Dayton, has the fifth highest number of infant 
deaths in the state of Ohio.24 Furthermore, the County’s infant mortality rate has not improved 
over the last 25 years.25 Public Health - Dayton and Montgomery County, the agency responsible 
for monitoring and addressing health across the city and county, emphasizes that “a clear racial 
disparity continues to exist with Black infants dying at a rate much higher than white infants.”26 
In 2016, the Black infant mortality rate was 12.6 per thousand live births, two and a half times 
higher than the White infant mortality rate (5 per thousand live births).27  
 

12. Organized deprivation in cities effectively translates into lost healthy life years for African 
Americans especially. Inequitable distribution in the conditions and resources that predict good 
health outcomes means that, in cities like Spartanburg, South Carolina and elsewhere, residents 
with low income and Black residents suffer poorer health outcomes. In Spartanburg County there 
is significant racial inequity in infant mortality, inadequate prenatal care, low birth weight, and 
chronic health conditions and illnesses including diabetes, obesity, cardiac disease, and cancers. 
Black residents are less likely to have health insurance and more likely to seek care in emergency 
departments for primary care-preventable conditions. Compared to Whites, Blacks reported 
higher rates of adverse childhood experiences. Black Spartanburg residents had worse access to 
life-saving care and suffered higher mortality rates than White residents as a result.28 
 
Part 1-Recommendations 

13. Our assessment of the historical and scholarly record, together with our work in diverse cities 
across the United States, lends solid support for the CERD Committee’s 2014 conclusion (par. 5) 
that to fulfil its obligations under the CERD, the United States must change its legal definition of 
racism to provide meaningful legal protection against the discriminatory effects, not solely the 
discriminatory intent, of policies—it must adopt the “disparate impact” doctrine. U.S. urban 
policies generate consistent and continuing discriminatory outcomes that justify their 
classification as “organized deprivation and abandonment,” which disproportionately harms 
African Americans and other racially marginalized groups.  
 

14. Given these long-standing, systematic, and well-documented patterns of racial inequity in U.S. 
cities, the United States government must take up the CERD Committee’s repeated 
recommendation in Par. 7:  
 

a. to adopt and strengthen the use of special measures, which is an obligation arising from article 
2, paragraph 2, of the Convention, when circumstances warrant their use as a tool to eliminate 
the persistent disparities in the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms, based on 
race or ethnic origin. In that regard, it recommends that the [U.S. government] take into account 
the Committee’s general recommendation No. 32 (2009) on the meaning and scope of special 
measures in the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms Racial Discrimination. 
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15. Addressing long-standing and compounding harms to African Americans, Indigenous peoples and 
other groups facing racial discrimination in the United States requires various strategies, 
including educational and cultural work to improve public understanding of the historical 
practices of genocide, slavery, and Indigenous displacement and their ongoing impacts. U.S. 
officials must support local and national leadership that confronts political opposition to critical 
race theory and advances learning and public discourse grounded in historical truth-telling. U.S. 
engagement with the Durban Declaration and related global conversations on reparations is 
essential for creating the political possibilities for action to eliminate racial disparities tied to 
these historical human rights abuses.  
 

16. To address entrenched, structural forms of discrimination such as health disparities, the legal 
doctrine of special measures acknowledges that additional and significant state action is 
necessary to correct historical abuse and set racialized minorities on a path to equitable 
outcomes. Adopting measures that merely seek to curb growing inequity will not reduce these 
persistent and interlinked racial disparities across multiple rights.  
 

17. General Recommendation 32 contains extensive discussion of these issues, beginning with the 
notion of equality itself: “The principle of equality underpinned by the Convention combines 
formal equality before the law with equal protection of the law, with substantive or de facto 
equality in the enjoyment and exercise of human rights as the aim to be achieved by the faithful 
implementation of its principles.” With respect to the latter, special measures indicates the 
lengths to which states can and should go in ensuring full enjoyment of rights for all. Taking such 
measures is also required by the disparate impact doctrine, discussed above, and would help to 
broaden conventional notions of racial equality in the United States by focusing attention on 
outcomes and consequences of poicies. 
 

18. Coupled with special measures is the concept of adequate advancement, which General 
Recommendation 32 also defines expansively as implying  
 
goal-directed programmes which have the objective of alleviating and remedying disparities in 
the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms affecting particular groups and 
individuals, protecting them from discrimination. Such disparities include but are not confined to 
persistent or structural disparities and de facto inequalities resulting from the circumstances of 
history that continue to deny to vulnerable groups and individuals the advantages essential for 
the full development of the human personality. It is not necessary to prove ‘historic’ discrimination 
in order to validate a programme of special measures; the emphasis should be placed on 
correcting present disparities and on preventing further imbalances from arising. 
 

19. Global experiences shows that reparations to redress historic wrongs can be effective if carried 
out as part of a comprehensive truth-telling process. Indeed, as the UN Special Rapporteur on 
racism has recommended to states in her report to the UN General Assembly, “reparations for 
slavery and colonialism include not only justice and accountability for historic wrongs, but also 
the eradication of persisting structures of racial inequality, subordination and discrimination that 
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were built under slavery and colonialism to deprive non-whites of their fundamental human 
rights.”29 
 

20. We therefore urge the CERD Committee to recommend the United States undertake a truth-
telling process that links historic wrongs to current racial inequities and defines how reparations 
can address systemic inequalities. Such a process requires a two-fold commitment: first, taking 
active responsibility for past wrongdoing by not just acknowledging but, more importantly, 
forthrightly addressing histories of exclusion and violence through substantive institutional 
reform of governmental entities; second, committing to repair, in part, consequences of past 
policies—through both material and symbolic actions as well as cultural/educational work to 
advance collective accountability for racialized exclusions and through substantive reparations 
targeted to redress systemic inequalities. 
 

21. There are important examples of such reparations work beginning in places around the country, 
but national leadership is needed to support these and link them to national conversations and 
policy agendas. For instance, on June 1, 2022, the Task Force to Study and Develop Reparation 
Proposals for African Americans issued its interim report to the California Legislature.30 The 
report included preliminary recommendations in the following areas: enslavement, racial terror, 
political disenfranchisement, housing segregation, separate and unequal education, racism in 
environment and infrastructure, pathologizing Black families, control over creative culture and 
intellectual life, stolen labor and hindered opportunity, an unjust legal system, mental & physical 
harm and neglect, and the wealth gap.31 
 

22. We recommend the immediate passage of H.R. 40, “Commission to Study Reparation Proposals 
for African-Americans Act” (or subsequent versions) calling for reparations remedies.32 We also 
recommend other demands for reparations issued by the Movement for Black Lives, including 
“reparations for past and continuing harms. The government, responsible corporations and other 
institutions that have profited from the harms they have inflicted and perpetuated on Black 
people — from colonialism to slavery through food and housing redlining, mass incarceration, 
and surveillance — must repair the harm done.”33 
 

Part 2: Broaden protections against  
discriminatory acts by private actors 

 
23. Regarding CERD Committee Recommendation Par 5 (b): Consider withdrawing or narrowing its 

reservation to article 2 of the Convention and broaden the protection afforded by law against 
all discriminatory acts perpetrated by private individuals, groups or organizations. 
 

24. In its submission for the recent Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of the United States, “The 
Growth of Corporate Influence in Sub-National Political & Legal Institutions Undermines U.S. 
Compliance with International Human Rights Obligations,” our multi-city network of human 
rights city organizers emphasized the need for much better regulation of corporate actors and 
their influence on local government policies and political processes.34 Our work in different cities 
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reveals the widespread corruption of local democracy, corruption enabled by federal policies that 
fail to protect the rights of residents against the interests of corporate and other business actors. 
What is more, the corruption and weakening of democratic institutions exacerbates the ongoing 
disenfranchisement of African Americans in the U.S. polity. 
 

25. The 2019 Final Report of the Human Rights Council Advisory Committee, “The Role of Local 
Government in the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights,” cited the impacts of 
international financial institutions and of global policies that promote global trade, privatization, 
and investment by corporations as key obstacles to local human rights realization. Founded in 
colonialism and slavery, global trade and development policies tend to reproduce discriminatory 
outcomes—even where there are nominal efforts to enhance diversity and inclusion.35 The U.S. 
government promoted and continues to promote policies that increase corporate power. These 
policies undermine the ability of local and regional governments in the U.S. and globally to make 
policies needed to protect the lives and well-being of people and communities—including 
policies that would improve compliance with the CERD.  
 

26. In her 2017 report to the UN Human Rights Council, UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Right 
to Adequate Housing Leilani Farha wrote,  

The State must regulate, direct and engage with private market and financial actors, not simply 
to ensure that they do not explicitly violate rights, but also to ensure that the rules under which 
they operate and their actions are consistent with the realization of the right to adequate housing. 
States are obliged under international human rights to ensure that private investors respond to 
the needs of residents for secure, affordable housing and do not cater only to the wealthy or 
purchase homes simply to leave them empty (Par. 15).  
 

27. Given the role of redlining and other discriminatory housing practices in creating and maintaining 
long-standing racial wealth inequalities and perpetuating disproportionate housing insecurity 
among African Americans and other racialized groups, this obligation to regulate private financial 
actors is particularly important to improving U.S. compliance with the CERD. 
 

28. Corporate influence in local and national politics makes it difficult for cities and other subnational 
governments to address racial disparities in areas such as employment, housing, public utilities 
and services, gun violence, and environmental health.36 By exerting pressure on politicians and 
political processes and using money to shape agendas and influence outcomes, corporations and 
business elites distort democratic processes in ways that marginalize citizen influence, allowing 
them to evade paying their fair share of taxes. This exacerbates racial and other divisions and 
inequities, contributing to persistent inequalities and disparate impacts on vulnerable groups, 
particularly African descendants and other peoples of color, indigenous peoples, and refugees 
and immigrants. Prevailing national and local policies have been designed to facilitate wealth 
accumulation for corporations and developers, often through displacement of urban residents.37 
The resulting disparities and disruptions generate disparate and often discriminatory outcomes 
and hinder efforts to address racial injustice and to build inclusive cities that support the needs 
of all residents. 

https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/848739?ln=en,
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/848739?ln=en,
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/009/56/PDF/G1700956.pdf?OpenElement
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29. The Human Rights Cities Alliance UPR City Stakeholder Report cited the unprecedented bidding 

war between cities vying to attract Amazon’s much-touted second headquarters. Many cities 
offered billions of dollars of public subsidies to one of the world’s richest companies, and in most 
cases these bids were developed without meaningful public consultation and often in secrecy. 
Such transfers of public resources into private, corporate hands rarely generate the benefits 
promised, despite claims by many politicians that they are essential for local economic 
development. Scholarly analyses of public subsidies and incentives show only modest and limited 
benefits overall and many hidden—and potentially discriminatory—costs.38  
 

30. In recent years, several hundred—mainly African American—residents of Pittsburgh’s East 
Liberty neighborhood have been displaced as large tracts of affordable housing were demolished 
and replaced by luxury housing and retail developments.39 Residents’ efforts to secure 
replacement housing and to establish effective measures for conducting and enforcing social 
impact assessments on new developments have not gained much ground, largely due to 
opposition from the business community.40 Moreover, efforts by the city to improve racial 
equity—through, e.g., tenant protections, increased supply of affordable housing—have faced 
legal challenges from corporate developers and other elites.41 
 

31. Corporate practices also negatively impact the environmental rights and health of African 
Americans and other racially marginalized groups. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
lacks the regulatory authority and capacity to effectively protect residents by monitoring and 
regulating corporate pollution. Persistent failures of the U.S. government to adequately fund and 
empower this agency contribute to widespread racial disparities in environmental protection and 
health. The recent Supreme Court decision in West Virginia et al. v. Environmental Protection 
Agency et al. further weakens U.S. regulatory authority, thereby undermining its ability to comply 
with CERD provisions (as in CERD Committee Conclusions, par. 10(a). 
 

32. In January 2018, Premier Health Partners announced the closing and demolition of Good 
Samaritan Hospital, located in the majority African American west side of Dayton. Premier Health 
Partners is the largest private, nonprofit, comprehensive health care system in Southwest Ohio, 
with five hospitals, a network of outpatient and urgent care centers, and a reported revenue of 
over $1.9 billion in fiscal year 2020.42,43 While closing hospitals in low-income African American 
neighborhoods, Premier Health Partners continues to expand services in affluent, majority White 
suburban areas.44 Dayton activists came together to keep the Good Samaritan Hospital open, and 
their Clergy and Community Coalition (CCC) filed legal claims with the federal government based 
on evidence of the disparate impact of the closure on key health indicators, such as an increase 
in the Black infant mortality rate from 10.5% in 2018 to 14.1% in 2020.45 Despite such evidence, 
the federal government concluded in March 2022 that there was inadequate evidence to support 
CCC’s claim that Premier Health’s actions constituted racial discrimination under U.S. law. 
 

33. Such practices mirror those in other cities, including Pittsburgh, where “nonprofit” health system 
UPMC reported $23.1 billion in 2020 operating revenue and yet closed or scaled back services in 
low-income and largely African American communities.46 Public health researchers have linked 
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hospital closures and consolidations like these with increased racial and income-based health 
insurance disparities, and inequitable quality of life-saving services.47  
 

34. Another important aspect of public health in urban areas that is impacted by the failure of the 
U.S. government to effectively regulate private actors is in regard to gun violence and police 
brutality. In the former case, persistent failures to regulate the gun industry produce tragic 
results for everyone, but African American communities are most impacted, and in highly 
disproportionate ways. In the latter case of persistent police brutality and killings of people of 
African descent in the United States, we see this in large part as a result of the failure of the U.S. 
government to ensure that all local and state police organizations operate in ways that are 
consistent with U.S. international obligations and with national civil rights protections. Local 
police forces are largely governed and funded by state and local authorities, and disciplinary 
procedures are often restricted by provisions of labor contracts negotiated through the Fraternal 
Order of Police (FOP), which is organized nationally. Efforts in many communities to hold officers 
accountable for abuses have largely failed due to the protections such contracts allow for officers 
who engage in abuses of human rights. Federal leadership is needed to hold these sets of private 
actors accountable to provisions of ICERD.48   
 

35. Useful and effective global guidelines exist for policing that enhances community safety without 
reliance on force and violence. U.S. policies promote policing and incarceration and neglect the 
mental health and other basic needs of residents, demonstrating the interdependence of gun 
violence and broader public health issues.49 To meet its human rights obligations, the U.S. 
government must re-allocate substantial resources away from police and military forces and 
towards alternative strategies for enhancing community safety and well-being, which must also 
include stronger regulations of the gun industry. 
 

36. Public health advocates and policymakers have long been calling for greater federal regulation 
and funding to support research on gun violence as a public health concern. Corporations have 
fought hard, however, to undermine efforts to understand and regulate the industry.50 The 
burden of gun homicide falls heaviest on communities already facing structural disadvantages.51 

Within cities, gun homicides are most prevalent in racially segregated neighborhoods with high 
rates of poverty and low educational attainment. Black Americans represent the majority of gun 
homicide victims and are ten times more likely than White Americans to die by gun homicide. 
Young Black men in particular are even more at risk. As Everytown Research concludes:  
 
Each day on average, 30 Black Americans are killed by guns and more than 110 experience non-
fatal injuries. At least every other day, a Black person is shot and killed by police. … Gun homicides, 
assaults, and police shootings are disproportionately prevalent in historically underfunded 
neighborhoods and cities. This lack of funding intensifies our country’s long-standing racial 
inequities.52 
 

37. Also significant for human rights protection is that guns are associated with the growing wave of 
hate crimes, most notably the recent mass shooting in Buffalo, New York that targeted an African 
American community. Over 10,300 violent hate crimes in an average year involve a gun. The vast 

https://everytownresearch.org/issues/gun-violence-by-police/
https://everytownresearch.org/issues/city-gun-violence/
https://everytownresearch.org/issues/city-gun-violence/
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majority of hate crimes are directed against communities of color, religious minorities, and 
LGBTQ people. In 2017, about 58 percent of reported hate crimes were motivated by racism, 
nearly half of which were motivated by bias against Black people.53 
 

38. To address the serious human rights challenges these weapons cause, it is essential to prioritize 
community- and evidence-based solutions to gun violence and their racial impacts. Ending 
restrictions on federal funding for public health research addressing gun violence—themselves 
reflections of distortional corporate influence—is key to developing comprehensive policy 
responses that will improve U.S. practices in regard to the ICERD.  
 
Part 2-Recommendations 

39. Strengthen regulation of corporate practices to bring them into compliance with national and 
international human rights laws and standards. This can be achieved by various measures 
including: 
 

a. Develop a human rights-based housing strategy, with attention to the need to remedy historical 
discrimination in the housing sector. Housing security is essential to human dignity and 
community well-being and is thus a critical human right whose violation disproportionately 
harms African Americans and other racialized groups. The UN Special Rapporteur on Adequate 
Housing, Leilani Farha, encouraged governments to be more pro-active in developing human 
rights-based housing strategies to ensure that they were serving the needs of all residents and 
remedying inequities.54 The U.S. government should be encouraged to develop such a strategy 
at the federal level, and it must better support local and state governments in such work. This is 
essential for promoting human rights and well-being in cities, where racial disparities are most 
harmful and pronounced. 
 

b. Strengthen regulation of the gun industry and use federal power to shift incentives to states to 
improve mental health and community well-being, community-controlled approaches to public 
safety, and to halt transfers of military equipment to civilian law enforcement. 
 

c. Implement fair taxation policies, with attention to the need to remedy structural and historical 
discrimination. U.S. federal, state and local governments rely disproportionately on earned 
income, property, and sales tax. Income from wealth is less subject to taxation, and this system 
discriminates against working and low-income people of all races, and its effects are 
disproportionately felt by people and communities of color. A fairer tax system would improve 
racial equity while also enhancing the capacities of governments at all levels to improve their 
compliance with ICERD and other human rights obligations. Our assessment of local conditions 
shows the effects of recent decades of policies favoring small government and low taxes. 
Impoverished and under-staffed local agencies, many of which suffer from inappropriate/limited 
experience and skills and high staff turnover, cannot be effective at monitoring and enforcing 
human rights standards. The Keystone Research Center and PA Budget and Policy Center recently 
issued a Fair Share Tax Proposal that offers helpful guidance on ways to address this important 
challenge. 

https://krc-pbpc.org/research_publication/fair-taxation-for-pittsburgh-a-foundation-for-a-more-just-city-beyond-american-rescue-plan-dollars/
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40. Work with the international community to advance international treaties that hold 
corporations legally accountable to all international human rights laws and standards, including 
the draft treaty to regulate, in international human rights law, the activities of transnational 
corporations and other business enterprises. The size and scale of today’s multinational 
corporations make it impossible for most national governments—much less local ones—to 
monitor and enforce their compliance with human rights laws, and this problem must be 
addressed by the international community. 
 

41. Improve regulation of private entities that operate in public sectors such as health care and 
housing, social goods essential to the fulfilment of basic human rights and needs and essential 
to individual and community well-being. In particular, private entities operating in the health 
and development (housing) sectors (among others) should be subjected to regulation and 
oversight to ensure that their activities do not have discriminatory impacts. They should further 
be required and incentivized to support U.S. compliance with CERD and other human rights 
obligations. Finally, private entities operating in public sectors (defined by the social nature of 
the goods they create, thus including areas like housing, public safety, and health care) must be 
accountable to the communities in which they operate; plans for reductions or other significant 
alterations of services and infrastructure should only be permitted in consultation with the 
community to ensure equity and continuity. 
 

Part 3: Improve work to monitor, 
prevent, and challenge racial discrimination 

 
42. Regarding CERD Committee Recommendation Par. 5(c): Improve the system of monitoring and 

response by federal bodies to prevent and challenge situations of racial discrimination. 
 

43. As an alliance of human rights city organizers, we are convinced that improving U.S. compliance 
with this recommendation will require substantial efforts by civil society leaders as well as 
enhanced cooperation between community advocates and governments. Federal policies that 
help build capacities of residents to engage in community organizations and advocacy are 
essential for strengthening U.S. democracy, supporting community-driven problem-solving, 
empowering racially marginalized communities, and advancing racial equity.  
 

44. The human rights cities movement is a growing global movement of community groups and 
individuals working together with local governments to help realize cities and communities 
where all people can live with dignity and enjoy their human rights. In addition to helping envision 
and advance policy alternatives, human rights cities involve significant efforts to promote human 
rights learning and change public and policy discourse, in order to build popular support for 
human rights as an overriding policy priority. At a time of deep national political division and 
extreme polarization in U.S. society, human rights city advocates are creating spaces where 
people learn about and from each other’s experiences and come to appreciate diverse 

https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/big-issues/binding-treaty/summary-third-revised-draft-of-the-binding-treaty-on-business-and-human-rights/
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perspectives and the need for respect and protection of everyone’s human rights and dignity. 
Where political parties and elected officials have failed to provide leadership that unites 
Americans around a shared social purpose, human rights cities advocates are engaging 
communities in conversations about their needs and visions and about possibility for solidarity. 
 

45. Human rights cities advocates help disseminate human rights principles, foster human rights 
learning, and otherwise support the development of local policies and practices that promote 
and protect human rights and the transformation of systemic racism. Human rights cities 
movements across the U.S. and the world have been coming together to share lessons and 
models for action and promote awareness of global human rights treaties and processes such as 
CERD and the Universal Periodic Review.55 The Human Rights Cities movement is broad and 
encompasses diverse initiatives at the local level, including CEDAW cities, Child-friendly cities, 
and localization of the SDGs. 
 

46. Below we provide examples of human rights city initiatives that demonstrate the potential for 
improving human rights protections in the United States.  
 

47. In 2019-2020, our network of U.S. human rights city leaders launched the UPR Cities Project to 
help raise consciousness in U.S. localities about the UPR review process and to support local 
activists in efforts to prepare city-based stakeholder reports and otherwise engage communities 
in the Third Cycle of the UPR. Our first UPR Cities effort generated stakeholder submissions from 
the cities of Washington DC, Pittsburgh, and New Orleans, in addition to our multi-city report.56 

Our network also produced a summary of how the Final Report of the UPR Working Group/USA 
applies to local governments57 and published articles to help broaden public awareness of the 
UPR review and civil society’s role in it.58  In addition to developing educational resources and 
toolkits to support local activism, we have worked nationally to develop strategic thinking about 
ways to build on this work as we improve the use of international human rights machinery in U.S. 
activism for human rights and social justice.  
 

48. As part of the recent UPR process, we engaged the national network of human rights city 
organizers in efforts to engage with local and state authorities. In cooperation with the Columbia 
Law School Human Rights Institute and the International Association of Official Human Rights 
Agencies (IAOHRA), we helped support and promote a sign-on letter to engage local and state 
officials in learning about and supporting the UPR and its recommendations.59  
 

49. Human Rights Cities activists support community engagement with UN Special Procedures under 
the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. We’ve been particularly engaged with the 
Special Rapporteur on the Human Right to Adequate Housing and have helped promote 
awareness of key reports and publications among our communities and local officials. For 
instance, we helped disseminate the Special Rapporteur’s “Blackstone Letters” on how the 
financialization of housing violates human rights obligations.60 And in April 2022, Pittsburgh 
Human Rights City Alliance helped host former UN Special Rapporteur Leilani Farha to meet with 
city officials, housing advocates, students and other residents. We compiled this report on the 
visit to share with local officials and activists, highlighting insights and recommendations from 

http://wiki.humanrightscities.mayfirst.org/index.php?title=UPR_Cities_Project
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G20/348/52/PDF/G2034852.pdf?OpenElement
http://wiki.pghrights.mayfirst.org/images/b/b6/Farha_visit_follow_up_recap.pdf
http://wiki.pghrights.mayfirst.org/images/b/b6/Farha_visit_follow_up_recap.pdf
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our discussions with Ms. Farha as well as links to learning resources and legal tools to help 
advance housing as a human right. Our national team continues to work in cooperation with Ms. 
Farha’s organization, The Shift, and is currently helping circulate Farha’s new Directives on 
Financialization and Human Rights to community activists and local officials. 
 

50. Human rights city advocates in Hawai’i hosted a multitude of consultations on multiple islands 
covering imminent issues of intersectionality regarding racial discrimination with a focus on 
systems solutions to guarantee human rights for all. The Human Rights Cities model guided a 
proactive, participatory, process of engagement bringing human rights home. For example, the 
Annual Human Rights Academy/ Advanced Summer Seminar on Peace, Environment, Human 
Rights and Global Justice, hosted by Pacific and Asian Affairs Council, United Nations Association, 
and The Good Group provides spaces for youth and elders to meet and learn about UN human 
rights mechanisms including the ICERD, the Universal Periodic Review (UPR), and the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), popularizing ideas for how these can be used as tools for racial 
justice, equality and equity. Such work enables creative thinking about how people can be part 
of the everyday work needed to transform social relations in ways consistent with the aims of 
ICERD. In addition to learning and sharing ideas about land rights, self-determination, climate 
justice, and indigenous futures and food systems models, participants were inspired to use the 
CERD Early Warning Urgent Action to generate advocacy and actions furthering respect for 
ancestral remains and principle of aloha aina. 
 
 
Part 3-Recommendations 
 

51. Create a National Human Rights Institution to help coordinate local and national 
implementation of international human rights obligations and good practices and improve 
local government knowledge and engagement in human rights governance. Consistent with 
CERD Committee Conclusions (par. 6), establishing a U.S. national human rights institution is 
essential to achieve equity both within and across localities in the United States.  
 

a. Our experience with local human rights organizing leads us to believe that an NHRI is essential 
for the United States. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is an inadequate substitute: its mission 
is exclusively limited to retroactively responding to negative discrimination against specific 
protected classes. Even in this limited sphere, it lacks the authority to provide accountability. 
Moreover, it is chronically understaffed and underfunded, and it lacks the political independence 
needed to carry out its tasks.  In short, it does not constitute an NHRI and it does not conform 
with the Paris Principles. 
 

b. A genuine NHRI would help to guide and support the local and state human rights agencies—
including financially—and to coordinate federal policy on compliance with international human 
rights obligations. The federal government presently provides inadequate information, 
resources, and authority to local officials as they seek to comply with human rights standards and 
implement human rights standards.61 It often falls to community advocates—who are frequently 
volunteers—to educate local agencies and elected officials about their human rights obligations. 

https://make-the-shift.org/?link_id=2&can_id=59530904b7123c7b8c1a4b96c3eb96f7&source=email-tomorrow-push-screening-launch-of-the-shift-directives&email_referrer=email_1562154&email_subject=tomorrow-push-screening-launch-of-the-shift-directives
https://make-the-shift.org/?link_id=2&can_id=59530904b7123c7b8c1a4b96c3eb96f7&source=email-tomorrow-push-screening-launch-of-the-shift-directives&email_referrer=email_1562154&email_subject=tomorrow-push-screening-launch-of-the-shift-directives
https://www.paachawaii.org/sites/default/files/2019%20Human%20Rights%20Academy%20Flyer-2.pdf
https://www.paachawaii.org/sites/default/files/2019%20Human%20Rights%20Academy%20Flyer-2.pdf
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Furthermore, it is often activists who take the lead in monitoring and reporting on local human 
rights conditions—as our work here reflects. The U.S. government’s failure to provide resources 
and leadership on human rights is an abdication of its international responsibilities; the resulting 
vacuum undermines social cohesion and creates opportunities for those who now sow greater 
social division. The net result is a further erosion of U.S. democracy and institutions.  
 

c. Creating an NHRI in conformity with the Paris Principles would: strengthen the capacities of local 
governments to monitor and enforce anti-discrimination laws and other human rights 
protections; improve coordination and harmonization of local policing practices and disseminate 
guidance on best practices to reduce discrimination and other human rights abuses; improve 
local awareness of both national and international human rights laws and standards; and support 
civil society in promoting human rights protections “from below.” This in turn would help prevent 
discrimination and thereby reduce the financial, legal, and social costs associated with reactive, 
punitive approaches. An NHRI could, in short, begin to help address all of the shortcomings 
described here with respect to U.S. obligations under CERD. 
 

52. Strengthen consultations with civil society (Par. 31) and increase efforts to promote public 
awareness of CERD and its review processes (Par.32), again in keeping with the 
recommendations of the CERD committee. This can be done through various measures including: 
 

a. Advancing local and national implementation of recommendations from the 2019-2020 Universal 
Periodic Review. The Universal Periodic Review final report to the U.S. government emphasized 
four major areas for action: 1) end structural racism and discrimination; 2) fulfill international 
human rights expectations and obligations (including the establishment of a national human 
rights institution); 3) advance gender equity; 4) strengthen protections for economic, social and 
cultural rights.62 All of these steps would help improve U.S. compliance with its obligations under 
CERD. Federal authorities must also do more to help state and local authorities both learn about 
the UPR process and know how their own work relates to those recommendations. In our 
experience, community advocates remain the main if not the only source of this information for 
local officials, and their work needs much more support from all levels of government.  
 

b. Improving public education and awareness of human rights and internationally accepted norms 
and standards. Greater public understanding and engagement in human rights is critical to 
improving respect for these rights by public authorities. The Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights must be taught in public schools as a matter of policy, and community capacities for human 
rights leadership and education must be supported financially and otherwise.  
 
 

Conclusion 
53. This review of U.S. compliance with ICERD comes at a critical moment in history when concrete 

action to confront the historical legacies of institutionalized racism and their ongoing impacts on 
people and communities is essential to the survival of U.S. democracy. The current political and 
social trends in the U.S. raise profound concerns about the future of human rights protection in 
the world’s third most populous country, which threatens human rights worldwide. On behalf of 

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G20/348/52/PDF/G2034852.pdf?OpenElement
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all those struggling to protect and promote human rights across U.S. communities and elsewhere, 
we urge the CERD Committee to make bold recommendations to help support and strengthen 
popular movements for racial justice and human rights. Our experience demonstrates the 
potential of human rights cities as an approach to building community cohesion and expanding 
popular engagement in governance in ways that can transform systemic racism and help us 
realize the aims of the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racism and 
other human rights laws and standards. 
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